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DECOMPOSITION OF ENERGETIC PATERXALS ON THE

DROP-WEIGHT IMPACT MACHINE

Gregory A. Buntain, Ted McKlnneYe Th~as Riverae Gene TaY)or

Los AlarnosNational Laboratory

POX 1663 MS c92(I

LOS Ak210s, NM 87545

The drop-weiqht impact test is essential for initial characterization

of Limited amounta of new enerqetf.cmaterials. The mechanisms for reaction

of enerqetic materials on the drop-weiqht machine are largely ur!known. Part

ly as a consequence of this lack of understanding, results ol,)tainedon the

drop-weiqht machine are often misleading and inconsistent. We are inves!.iqat

inq muchanlsrnsfor decoinpositionof explosives on the drop-weig~t machlre us

inq rsdbmetric and spectroscopic:methods. Initial radlometric res.)ts re

veal consistent, sequential emissions for specific ‘mpacted ‘xp~os’”ies‘hti(

probably correspond to time-resolved chemical reactions. Tt @ .esolved (’;,*

emission has been tentatively identified urinq spectroscq’ir methods to *’x

amine impacted explosives.
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INTRODUCTION

The drop-weight impact test is one of the cornerstones of explosive sen-

sitivity testing. Despite widespread usage, however, numerous problems de-

tract from the reliability of the test. Some of the problems and misconcep-

tions regarding the teat will be addressed here. Current work at this Labora-

tory is directed towards better understmdinq the principles of the

drop-weight impact test as well as the decomposition chemistry of impacted ex-

plosives. Preliminary results from the radiometry of impacted explosives suq-

gest ways to Improve the drop-weight test. Spectroscopic examination of

light emission from impacted explosives has also qiven some encouraging early

results in the area of decomposition-mechanismelucidation.

The drop-weight Impact machine used at Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL) and many other laboratories was developed at the Explosives Research

Laboratory (ERL) by E. H. Eyster and R. F, Davis in the mid-l$40s. The im-

pact machine itself consists of a tower for ralslnq, dropping and guidinq ~

free-fallirq 2.5-kq welqht onto a hardened steel striker resting on an anvil

(Fiq. 1). Typically, 40-mq samples of explosive &re f’.acedIn the dimpled

center OE a small sheet of sand paper situated between th? striker and dn

Vii. The free-falllnq wei,qht is dropped onto tha explosive samples triw’:

varyinq heights, and the deqree of explosive reaction is recorded by an el~I

tronic ear. A “pop” louder than some threshold velue is recorded 6s a “~p~”,

while “pops” below the threshold are considered “no-qoes.” Tileddta obtiilll~$tl

by this method allow calculation of a drop heiqht that would cause violent II*

action 50* of the time (tt50)and of a ~-value or standard devtation of rtl~

data.

The drop-weight impact test is currently one of the most relied lJI~IIfl

methods Eor initial characterization of hiqn explosive (HII) sensitivlry

TIIisdoes not.bespeak CE infallible results obtained from the impact tfI’,r,

but rather a lack of better results obtained by other methods or, Lim!!!!

amounts of materials. The purpose for sensitivity testinq is to ranl.&tle[I/tIT

ic materials accordinq to their sensitivity to external stimuli and ac{’~]!1

inqly, the danqer associated with thetr hdndlinq. To meet this qoal, A vif

ety of HE sensitivity test~ are used. Among the more cawnon prelimlr;,~ff

tests ●re the minimum priming test, and small-and Larqe-scale qap tes!, I
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Later, large-scaie tests include the Susan, spigot, skid, bullet,

high-speed-machining,and heavily-confined heating tests.2 While the details

of these tests will not be presented here, they are all designed to measure

the response of an explosive to some external stimulus and dll require a

greater investment of time and material than does the drop-weight impact

test. For a given set of explosives, one miqht expect a correlation between

tests in terms of relative ranking of sensitivities. Unfortunately, this is

seldcxu‘:hecase. A comparison of minimum priming and drop-weight test re-

sults In Fig. 2 illustrates the problem. Indeed, even drop-weight impact

test results vary widely with operator, machine and location. Figure 3

presents H50 values for some conunonexplosives tested at Lawrence Livermare

National Laboratory (LLNL) aridLANL. The use of a 5-kg weight at LLNL, as

compared to a 2.5-kq weight.at LANL, should dictate drop Peiqht ratios of

1:2. Obviously this is not the case. The British impact-sensitivity test,

or Rotter ‘Cest,qives yet a diffel’entset of results.3 Problems of reproduci-

bility are further aggravated by a lack of sample consistency when testing ex-

plosives. Particle size, percent voids, sample preparation, etc. are varia

ble that profoundly affect explosive sensitivity, yet are not considered when

comparinq sensitivity test results.

CURRENT RESEARCH—.—

Obviously, chariicteri.zat ion of explosive sensitivity is not a stmpL+I

task and Iurther work in this araa is warrmted. TO meet this end, constder[i

ble effor’:is betnq expended by Los Alamos to better understand the chf?misrry

and physics of explosive decomposition and sensitivity, Part of that el”ttjr’

includes ~tudyinq the decomposition chemistry of explosive sarnpLescm i

rlrop-weicjl~timpact,machine usinq radiometry and emission spectroscopy. ThP

ultimate qoal, of coursot is to better understand tiltdecorrrpositlonchemistry

and use this unfierstatidingto predict and manipulate explosive behuvior ~rill

pertorm~lnco. Af/an added benefit, better methods of Ill!sensitivity tesrlrl~

may be tleveloped.

R&dicmy~

l~wlfi . In thm course of our radiometric work beinq conducted wifh

the drop-wei~ht impact machine, the relationship between drop heiqht and tl’-’

Poral)tyreso~v.d light emi~sion was examimd. The ●xperimental apparatus t ‘r

this ttudy (Fig. 4) consists of a mdifid dw-we~ght mach~ne with a SP@C~’~1
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ly designed anvil (Fig. 5) to allow for light transmission via a fiber-optic

bundle to an RCA 8850 photomultlplier tube (PMT). The PMT signal is ampli-

fied by an Ortec 9301 fast pre-amp and an Ortec 9302 amplifier/di.scrtiina-

tor. The amplified analog signal is stored and processed on a Nicolet 4562

oscllloticope. Sigr!alplotting is accomplished with an Apple Macintosh comput-

er, while Integration is done with a Hewlett Packard 3390A recorder/integra-

tor.

In a typical experiment, 30-mg samples of explosive powder are placed

on the sapphire window of the anvil. The weight is dropped from varying

heights and the resulting light signal recorded on the oscilloscope. The du-

ration of light emission is typ’Acallybetween 70 and 100 microseconds. Repre-

smtative signal traces are shown In Fig. 6.

~esults. Yn the case of iull “goes” a consistently shaped light trace

is obtained for each explosive examined to date. That light emissions from

different explosives show characteristic and consistent features tnclicates

that unique, sequmtial chemi,.alreactions are occurring and are beinq re-

solved temporally. Using filters, this light can be broken down into UV, vis-

ible and IR components. UV liqht occurs early and Is of short duration,

while Vistble and IR compor~entsare present throughout emission. Occasion-

ally duplicate, yet virtually identical, traces are obtaired Indicating per

haps thai two separate hot spots are formlnq, displaced in time and proL !qat

inq independently. The consistency In emission characteristics falls ‘when

samples are only partially consumed aridpractically no liqht is qenerate[lby

“no-qoes.”

Early radiometry results Indicatad the quantity of liqht produced by Ir:

impacted explosive Va~’Lt?d as a function of impact heiqht. Thus, total WR1,

si.onseams to b~ an intrinsic indicator of the extent of chemical decomposi

~ion. A set of explosives extensively used a? Los Alamos was subjected to il

pact from a 3-kq we~.qhton a modified drop-waiqht impact machine and the r)

tal integrated liqht emission recorded. A plot cf averaged total light emi t

siot? for PETN, in firbitraryunits, versus drap heiqht is shown in Fiq. 7, A’

iea~t 5 drops were readsat each height, ‘No-goes” were obtained alonq ‘w~’t)

“goes” at very lcw drop heiqhts. In these cases a value of zero liqht eml,

sion was averaged into the emission obtained from ‘qoea”. Apparently, (lfi

heiqhls above scme threshc?ldvalue provide sufficient energy for propaqat\II

of the decomposition raaction and arc characterized by a mare-or-less consi’,r

ent amount of lamission. At lower drop helqhts ● break occurs where hi!,’
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produced by the explosive begins to drop off r~pidly with decreasing drop

height. This is probably indicative of insufficient impact energy to guaran-

tee propagation of the decomposition reaction to the point of sample cons~p-

tion. Eventually a point is reached where no sample reaction occurs and no

light signal is obtained within the number of experimental trials performed.

Statistically - if the number of drops from very low heights were increased,

a reaction with accompanying light would eventually be obtained, but experi-

mental practicality limits the number of drops that are reasonable.

These results are consistent tiithhigh-speed photography wotk done by

J. E. Field where it is possible to see hot spots fcrm and die out in impact-

ed secondary explosives.4 At low drop heiqht, hot spots form and quickly die

out, thus decreasing the amount of light detected.

Conclusion. We believe that light emission from enerqetic materials

might offer an alternative method for quantifying sample decomposition on the

drop-weight machine. While this method is probably not practl~ally suited to

replace the electronic ear now used, it does offer supplemental information

regardlnq explosive behavior on the drop-weight machine and does not suffer

from some ot the limitations imposed by the current methcd. For example,

this method would be tar less sensitive to operator and equipment-;elated ir~-

conslstencies associated with the electronic ear. In the radiometric method,

long-term equipment fluctuations such as a loss of sensitivity in the PMT,

would be characterized by shifts of the integrated-liqht curve up or down

without affectinq the point where the curve breaks. Currently, long tf’r~

fluctuations In the sensitivity of the electronic ear has led to erronet)li:,

drop heiqhts.s Furthermore, impact characterization of propellant:-, whit’)]

typically do not “pop” on the impact machine because of their slow r~te of rl’

action, miqht be improved. Before conclusions can be drawn reqardinq rht}

practicalityof this method of characterization. more work must be done to ~11

sure test predictions are in keepinq with historical knowledqe reqarding ‘;~ri

sitivities of common enerqetic materials.

syectrosco~

In addition to examininq radiometry from impacted explosives, work ;

beinq coltductedto identify the molecular species respomible for emissl,lfl.

Previous work has been done in the araa of IFfemission, but little r~l~

progress made.6 The mechanism whereby an impacted explosive qoes from rr.~~!

ant to products is larqely unknown. The liqht emitted durinq that process II!
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Eers one of the few practical means of exploring this chemical discontinu-

ity. Radiometry work has shown that emissions from sequential chemical reac-

tions occurring during explosive impact can be temporally resolved. This sug-

gests that emisston spectra obtained at different times after Impact might al-

low identification of unique chemical species associated with different stag-

es of decomposition. If time-resolved chemical emissions can be identified,

some mechanistic insight regarding decomposition might be obtained.

Equipment. The experimental apparatus used in this study is described

In Fig 8. A bifurcated, fused-silica fiber-optic bundle is used to interface

the drop hammer apparatus with a 0.25-m Jarrel Ash spectrometer and a PMT.

The PMT-ampllfler/discriminator section, already described, is used to pro-

vide a trigger for a Tracer Northern TN6500 optical multichannel analyzer

(oMA) and TN6143 vidicon-array detector. Utilizing a TN6130-1 pulse amplifi-

er/driver, it is possible to qate the detector on and off to obtain spectra

down to a 150-ns pulse width. By varying the delay betwten first emission

and fast spectrum acquisition, it is possible to obtain time-resolved emis-

sion spectra.

Results. Preliminary results from this work have been quite encouraq

inq. Thus far, the carbon-containi!?qexplosives HMX, RDX, and PETN have been

examined alonq with the non-carbon-containing explosive S4N4. In the case of

carbon-containing explosives, a strc,nqsiqnal has been observed at 5899A,

which we have tentatively attributed to C2* emission (F19. 9). C2* emt:;!+if)rl

has been observed by otner workers examining light from detonating PXP1O

sives.7~8 However, to our knowledge this is the first identification ot ‘tl’

C2* emission from an impacted, non-detonating explosive. Sodium also t:’

Liqht In this region and light from detonating explosives has shown a ch~r i

teristic sodium atom emissiorl.9 On the drop-weight machine, however, deter’t]

tion does not normally occur. Evidence against sodium emission from exp

sives impacted on the drop-weight machine Is considerable. For one thirl~j,!

5899h emission Is observed from the non-carbon containing explosive S4N4 IS.*”

when doped with sodium chloride. Furthermore, the 5899A emission has beerl :!’

duced cr extinguished when the L ronq oxidizer “Oxonem (Aldrich) is add”! ‘

PETN (20\ by weight). Ftnally, emission spectra obtained from qrap! ‘

sparks are characterized by a strong 5899A emission.~”

Time-resolved spectra from impacted PIZTNshow that first liqht is C) Ir

acterlzed by broad uv emission. Thus far, no consistsut discrete uv ~1”

aions havo been Mentifiad, althouqlla stronq QH iiiat~$i~ri band (3064A)
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occasionally present. work in this area is still in progress. If the region

from 4500-6200~ is monitored, early light IF characterized by a weak continu-

um covering the entire spectral region. Approximately 50 @ after first

light, a CZ* band becomes evident. The sigr,alincreases in intensity up to

approximately 70 @ df?er first light, then dies out after 100 vs. No signal

of any king is obtained later than 110 vs. It is possible that late-time

emission from C2* results from carbon atm recombination during the slow burn

of initial reaction products; eg., [C(3P) + C(3p) --) c2*(d3wg)].

COtJCLUSIO~

The mechanisms of HE decomposition from thermal, shock, or impact initi-

ation are generally unknown. ~lle considerable effort is being expended to

investigate thermal decomposition and detonation processes of explosives, lit-

tle effort is directed towards the study of chemical processes occurring in

impacted explosives. It is likely that the mechanisms of HE detonation and

of thermal or impact-induced decompositions are unique, although there is

some evidence for similarity between thermal and impact-induced reactions.ll

Further research in any of these areas will greatly enhance our ability to un-

derstand behavior of energetic materials.
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